SOCIAL MOSAIC
INFORM AT I O N

PACK

LET’S PLAY
WHO WE A R E

WHA T WE DO

HO W WE DO I T

A team of socially-obsessed
innovators, event
enthusiasts and experts in
content creation and visual
experiences.

We partner with top brands and
agencies to create social value by
making it fun for consumers to
engage with brands at events and
share their experiences online.

Using our innovative range of digital
solutions together with our team of
event legends, we inspire consumers to
create, capture & share their experiences
with their friends on social media.
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WHAT IS
THE SOCIAL
MOSAIC?
Social Mosaic puts your event attendees and their
content in the spotlight to showcase your brand
or story.
Engage and build your event experience on a
large scale! Every photo shared via Instagram or
our web upload is analysed for it's colour
composition and placed in the mosaic. By the end
of the event, thousands of images come together
to create your image.
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HOW TO PLAY
Provide us with an image that tells your brand story and watch as our Social Mosaic turns user-shared photos into a work of art.
Consumers share photos to Instagram with your unique event hashtag or our simple mobile web upload. Each image is analysed and
placed in the Mosaic to create your final image over the course of the event - so every one is unique!

Attendees add their photos to the
Mosaic via an Instagram hashtag
or easy web upload link

Our software analyses the
colours in the image and
places it in the mosaic

The mosaic image
populates to reveal the final
image throughout the event

Add optional printing to provide a
take-home memento or to build a
printed mosaic wall!
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STATION OPTIONS
D I GI TAL

PRI NTED

Digital Mosaic populated with photos via Instagram hashtag or
URL upload to digital display of your choice (screen, projector etc.)

Printed Mosaic populated with photos via Instagram hashtag or
URL upload for application to freestanding branded wall

Digital display not included

Includes branded how to play panel and design
H Y BR ID

Digital & printed Mosaic populated with photos via Instagram hashtag or
URL upload for digital display and application to freestanding branded wall
Digital display not included
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UPLOAD OPTIONS

Create a unique URL and communicate this to
guests, driving them to upload photos via our
web application direct to Mosaic

Drive your hashtag further and inspire guests
to share images to Instagram with the event
hashtag to see their image in the Mosaic
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SIGNAGE
Round out your event with printed signage! Whether it’s a simple standalone sign or branded decals
applied to the Mosaic Printer, signage takes your activation to new, fully bespoke heights.
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CUSTOMISATION
Every photo can be printed on a branded template to
provide guests with a unique take home memento of
your event.
We offer optional live photo moderation so only the
best content is printed.
Add a live hashtag feed to showcase the images on the
big screen and watch the hashtag engagement soar.
Create a hashtag wall with reprints of all the photos
printed at your event
Need to prove ROI? Our detailed insights reports will
handle that for you.
Want us to create your artwork for you?
Our in-house design service will work with you to
create something beautiful.
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“

CONTACT US

IF YOUR EVENT
ISN’T ON SOCIAL,
IT DIDN’T HAPPEN.
- TRENDS IN EVENT MARKETING 2016, WCG

We service all of Australia
hello@socialplayground.com.au
SYD NEY

HQ

35 Glebe Street
Glebe NSW 2037

”

02 8399 3468
M EL BO URNE

132 Cremorne Street
Cremorne VIC 3121

HQ

03 7000 6040
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THE PRINTER
Freestanding and fabulous, our Mosaic Printer occupies only 1m2 and is accompanied by a
dedicated Event Legend to assist attendees take and upload their photos!
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